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Abstract—ARM binary analysis has a wide range of applications in ARM system security. A fundamental challenge is ARM disassembly. ARM, particularly AArch32, has a number of unique features making disassembly distinct from x86 disassembly, such as the mixing of ARM and Thumb instruction modes, implicit mode switching within an application, and more prevalent use of inlined data. Existing techniques cannot achieve high accuracy when binaries become complex and have undergone obfuscation. We propose a novel ARM binary disassembly technique that is particularly designed to address challenges in legacy code for 32-bit ARM binaries. It features a lightweight superset instruction interpretation method to derive rich semantic information and a graph-theory based method that aggregates such information to produce final results. Our comparative evaluation with a number of state-of-the-art disassemblers, including Ghidra, IDA, P-Disasm, XDA, D-Disasm, and Spedi, on thousands of binaries generated from SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 with various settings, and real-world applications collected online show that our technique D-ARM substantially outperforms the baselines.

I. INTRODUCTION

ARM is one of the two most popular architecture families (the other is x86). Since it was introduced in the 1980s, it gradually prevails due to its excellent balance between performance and resource consumption. It dominates in mobile computing as 95% of high-end smartphones are based on ARM and is also widely used in high performance computing. With the extreme popularity of ARM devices, securing ARM applications on such devices is hence critical. Just like x86 binary analysis is a key enabler technique for x86 software security, ARM binary analysis is critical for ARM application security. It serves a large number of downstream applications such as ARM malware analysis, ARM application fuzzing, ARM rewriting for application hardening, and ARM code debloating that reduces the footprint of an application to achieve a smaller attack surface. A fundamental challenge in ARM binary analysis is ARM disassembly, which is the critical first step of any binary analysis. Compared to x86, ARM, particularly AArch32, poses a number of unique challenges. For example, it supports two instruction modes in the same 32-bit application, ARM and Thumb, with the former high performance and the latter compact. In other words, some instructions in a binary are in ARM and the others are in Thumb. The mode switching may be implicit, depending on values computed in registers at runtime. It can occur anywhere and any time. The byte sequence starting at an address can be decoded to different instructions depending on the mode. In addition, inlined data are more prevalent in both 32-bit and 64-bit ARM binaries. ARM/Thumb instructions have fixed lengths that are much smaller than x86 instructions. They hence have limited room to encode immediate values (i.e., constants). As a result, such values are often present in memory as inlined data. Disassemblers may have difficulty recognizing them and falsely disassemble them to instructions.

There is a body of mature and effective works for x86 disassembly and ARM binaries. However, they have limited effectiveness when applied to ARM binaries. The traditional linear sweeping disassemblers such as objdump and recursive control flow traversal based disassemblers, such as IDA and Ghidra, have difficulties handling inlined data, implicit mode switching, and indirect control flow transfer. P-Disasm considers that each address may potentially start an instruction and uses a probabilistic method to compute posterior probabilities of addresses denoting true instructions. The probabilities are computed based on a number of hints such as the number of definition-use relations encountered. However, as shown by our results (Section VI), the probabilities can hardly be used to correctly decide if an instruction should be ARM or Thumb. Machine learning based disassemblers such as XDA learn how to disassemble a binary by training on a huge set of samples. However, they largely depend on the syntactic patterns in these samples whereas implicit instruction mode switching is a complex semantic property. As such, they may not work well when binaries become complex (e.g., with obfuscation). Its F1 score on obfuscated binaries can be as low as 2.83% (Section VI).

In this paper, we propose a novel technique for ARM binary disassembly. We observe that a key challenge of recognizing instruction mode switching can hardly be handled by syntax based analysis. In addition, ARM code heavily uses load and store instructions, causing substantial memory aliasing and rendering simple local program analysis ineffective. We hence propose a lightweight static analysis to collect rich semantic information. The static analysis works on a superset of instructions, meaning that it disregards the true mode for a code address, which is unknown, and decodes the address to instructions in both modes and interprets them accordingly.
in a different domain. Here, we call the multiple instructions (in different modes) that can be legally decoded at an address the superset instructions for the address. The semantic information derived by the static analysis (e.g., register, memory dependencies, and indirect control flow) is further leveraged by a phase of graph analysis to produce the final results. We model the program as a graph, with multiple nodes created for each address, denoting that the address shall be considered as an ARM instruction, a Thumb instruction, and data bytes, respectively. Edges are introduced between these nodes to denote their inter-constraints based on the analysis results, such as an address cannot be an ARM instruction and a Thumb instruction at the same time and an ARM instruction must be followed by another ARM instruction if there is no mode switching. Then the disassembly problem is reduced to a maximum weight independent set (MWIS) problem that maximizes the total weight while respecting the constraints. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- We develop a disassembly technique for ARM binaries.
  It features a novel lightweight static analysis technique that can interpret a binary without even knowing how to correctly disassemble the binary.
- We also propose a novel graph modeling method for ARM binaries. We formally prove that with the graph model, we can reduce the ARM disassembly problem to an MWIS problem, which is NP-hard. An existing approximate solution then can be leveraged to derive the final results.
- We implement a prototype D-ARM. We evaluate it on more than 5000 binaries, including those compiled from SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 with different compilation options, architecture and instruction set configurations, those collected online, and those undergone obfuscation. We compare it with six baselines: Ghidra, IDA, P-Disasm, XDA, D-Disasm, and Spedi. Our results show that D-ARM is almost always the best performing tool, with an F1 score higher than 95% in most cases. In the presence of substantial obfuscation, the other tools have only 2.83-56.45% F1 scores whereas D-ARM still has 78.16-88.72%. Our case study also shows that D-ARM can benefit downstream binary rewriting with fewer execution failures and incorrect coverage reports. D-ARM is publicly available.

II. BACKGROUND

ARM is a family of Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) architectures, which are quite different from the Complex Instruction Set Computing (CISC) architectures such as the Intel x86 families. In this section, we introduce the main features of ARM that may affect its disassembly.

A. Multiple Instruction Sets

There have been several generations of ARM architectures in the past decades. Different architectures have different features and support mixed instruction sets. The early ARM versions are of 32-bit architecture (AArch32) and only use the 32-bit ARM instruction set (A32). Since ARMv4T, the Thumb instruction set is supported. It is 16-bit and aims to improve compiled code density. Since ARMv6T2, additional 32-bit instructions are also introduced to extend the Thumb instruction set (T32). ARMv8a provides an optional 64-bit architecture named “AArch64”, and also an associated new ARM instruction set (A64) to provide the access to 64-bit general-purpose registers. At the same time, it still maintains compatibility with 32-bit architectures and inherits A32 and T32. When an application is executed on an ARMv8 processor, it could be either in the AArch32 state (using A32 or T32 instructions) or the AArch64 state (using A64 instructions). In total, there are three instruction sets used by ARM binaries, i.e., A32, T32, and A64. For discussion simplicity, we will focus on the 32-bit ARM architecture, which uses A32 and T32 instruction sets, while our system also supports A64.

Unlike x86/x64 that uses a single instruction set, a 32-bit ARM binary usually contains both A32 and T32 instructions. Note that T32 contains both 16-bit and 32-bit instructions. As the A32 and T32 instructions share the same encoding space, a sequence of four bytes could be decoded as either an A32 instruction or as one or two T32 instructions. This makes ARM disassembly challenging.

B. ARM/Thumb Interworking

The A32 and T32 instructions provide almost the same functionality. An ARM binary usually uses both instruction sets together to achieve both high performance and better code density. Although the A32 and T32 instructions do not overlap, they may interleave. An ARM processor in operation can be in the ARM mode, executing the A32 instructions, or in the Thumb mode, executing the T32 instructions. The mode is determined by the T bit in the Current Program State Register (CPSR). When T is 0, the processor gets into the ARM mode, I the Thumb mode. The T bit can be set by the least significant bit of a branch target in a branch instruction, e.g., by the branch with link and exchange instruction (blx) and the branch and exchange instruction (bx). Switching between the two modes can be achieved explicitly or implicitly. For example, the instruction blx label always changes the current mode, while blx rm and bx rm set the T bit as the least significant bit of the branch target in the register rm and may or may not trigger the mode change. Some other instructions such as pop, ldr/l dm, and some arithmetic instructions may also change the instruction mode implicitly, when writing into the program counter register pc and causing a control transfer. With these implicit mode switches, the instruction mode could only be determined at runtime, which makes static disassembly very challenging.

C. Inlined Data

Inlined data may cause a lot of false positives and false negatives for disassembly. In x86/x64, it is believed that inlined data is not prevalent and, hence, may not be that problematic in practice. However, this is not true in ARM. As described above, the instructions in ARM binaries...
are only 16 or 32 bits long. Constants in instructions, e.g., operands that are immediate, must be encoded as part of the 16 or 32 bits, which limit the range of constants that can be used in a single instruction. When a constant cannot be encoded as an immediate operand, ARM usually loads it from memory and moves to a register as an operand. Thus, data are commonly inlined in code sections and load/store instructions are frequently used in ARM. In Section VI-A, we show that on average 4.7% of an ARM binary is inlined data, substantially more than an x86 binary, which usually has only 0.1% of inlined data [21]. Note that, although 64-bit ARM binaries do not have interleavings, AArch64 is still a RISC architecture and introduces lots of inlined data.

### III. MOTIVATION

In this section, we use an example to show the limitations of existing disassembly techniques and motivate ours.

#### A. Motivating Example

Figure 1(a) presents a code snippet from bzip2 in SPEC CPU2000, compiled with GCC -march=armv7-a -march=armv7-a but slightly modified for the illustration purpose. Its functionality is irrelevant. As mentioned in Section I, A32 and T32 instructions are either 2-byte or 4-byte aligned. We list the 2-byte aligned virtual addresses and the corresponding raw bytes in the hex form in the first and the second columns, respectively. In the third and fourth columns, we show all the instructions that could be legally decoded starting from each address, respectively. Observe that except the four bytes starting at 0x2dc20 that could not be decoded as A32 instructions, all the other 4-byte sequences could be decoded by both instruction sets.

The ground truth of the snippet, that is, the true instruction sequences, is highlighted by the green boxes. It consists of two code sections, one in ARM and the other in Thumb, and an interleaved data section (in the second column starting at 0x2dc20). The code starts in the ARM mode. In ARM, individual A32 instructions can be used for conditional execution to save code space whilst improving performance. An instruction with a conditional code suffix, e.g., the eq suffix, reads the corresponding flag in the CPSR register, e.g., the equivalence flag, to determine whether or not to be executed. For example, the first cmp instruction (at address 0x2dbf8) compares the value of register r6 and zero and sets the corresponding conditional flag(s) in the CPSR register. The pl suffix of the next instruction addpl at address 0x2dbfc means “positive or zero”. It is executed only if the N (Negative) flag in CPSR is disabled, i.e., r6 \( \geq 0 \) in the first cmp instruction. The eq suffix in the following instructions means equivalence in a similar strain of denotation.

Within the conditional code zone (in the ARM box), the instruction add r5, r7, r8, lsl #1 computes the resultant value of \( r7 + r8 << 1 \) and stores it into r5. The movw and movt instructions at addresses 0x2dc00 and 0x2dc04 set the lower and higher 16 bits of r6 separately to make it 0x2dc25. The subsequent two instructions first set r1 as the value pointed to by r5 via mov r1, r5, and then store r6 into the target address in r1 via str r6, [r1]. Now the bytes at the memory address denoted by \([r1](also[r5])\) is 0x2dc25. Next, sub r6, #5 updates the value of r6 to 0x2dc20 by subtracting it by 5, and ldr r6, [r6] reads the 4-byte value located at r6, i.e., 0x2dc20, which is actually the starting address of inlined data. At the end of the ARM section, ldr r0, [r5] sets the value of r0 as the bytes at [r5], which is 0x2dc25 according to the str instruction at address 0x2dc0c. The target destination of the instruction bx r0 is hence 0x2dc25, whose least significant bit is 1. As mentioned in Section II-B it branches to address 0x2dc24 and also switches to the Thumb mode.

#### B. Limitation of Existing Techniques

A variety of strategies and algorithms have been proposed for binary disassembly. However, almost all of them [13], [14] are designed for x86/x64 binaries and could not work well for ARM binaries in consideration of the features we discussed in Section II. In this subsection, we show that the interleaving of the two modes and the inlined data in the example in Figure 1(a) pose great challenges to existing disassembly techniques.

**Linear Sweep Disassembly.** Linear sweep disassemblers, such as Objdump, simply scan code sections and disassemble instructions following the address order. However, it cannot tell which instruction set to use even given the correct start address of a code section, not to mention the complex instruction set interleaving within instruction sequences. Also, inlined data cannot be detected, incurring a lot of false positives (i.e., data bytes are recognized as instructions). In our example, a linear sweep disassembler may decode all bytes as T32 instructions.

**Recursive Traversal Disassembly.** Recursive traversal disassembler starts from function entries and disassembles instructions following control flow edges. Many popular disassemblers, such as IDA [11] and Ghidra [12], are based on this strategy to reduce false positives. However, the major disadvantage of this strategy is that code blocks may be missed if they are reached through indirect jumps or calls. In ARM, this problem becomes more prominent due to the limited immediate target range that could be used for direct branching, as we discussed in Section II-C. For example, in Figure 1(a), the recursive traversal disassembler may miss the Thumb instructions starting at address 0x2dc24, as it is reached by an indirect branch bx r0 at 0x2dc1c.

**Probabilistic Disassembly.** Probabilistic disassembly (P-Disasm) [14] is a recent approach for binary disassembly and rewriting. It generates a superset of instructions [22] by considering each address in the code space as the start address of some instructions, and then computes a probability for each address to indicate its likelihood of being a true positive instruction. Probabilities are computed from a set of hints, including control flow convergence, control flow crossing, and register definition-use relation. Its experiments show that it has no false negatives and only 3.7% false positives on x86 binaries.
Address | Data Byte | ARM Decoding | Thumb Decoding | P-Disasm | XDA | D-ARM
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
0x2dcf8 | 00 00 | cmp r6, #0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (1.00) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcfa | 56 e3 | addpl r5, r7, r8, lsl #1 | b #0x2d2 | Thumb (1.00) | N.A. (0.98) | 
0x2dcbf | 86 59 | movnec r6, #0x2d25 | str r0, [r1, r2] | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.86) | 
0x2dcd0 | 85 50 | movteq r6, #0 | str r7, [r0, r2] | Thumb (0.50) | Thumb (0.92) | 
0x2dcd1 | 25 6c | movneq r5, [r4, #0x40] | ldr r5, [r4, #0x40] | ARM (0.50) | Thumb (0.98) | 
0x2dcd2 | 03 60 | lsls r5, r1, #0xc | lsls r5, r1, #0xc | N.A. (0.50) | N.A. (0.85) | 
0x2dcd4 | 02 60 | str r2, [r0] | str r2, [r0] | ARM (0.84) | Thumb (0.59) | 
0x2dcd6 | 4b 03 | lsls r0, r0, #0x4 | lsls r0, r0, #0x4 | N.A. (0.94) | N.A. (0.95) | 
0x2dcd8 | 09 10 | asrs r5, r0, #0x20 | asrs r5, r0, #0x20 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (1.00) | 
0x2dcd9 | a0 01 | movr r0, r4, #6 | movr r0, r4, #6 | Thumb (0.50) | N.A. (1.00) | 
0x2dcd0 | 09 60 | ldr r6, [r6] | ldr r6, [r6] | ARM (0.50) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcd1 | 96 05 | ldrreq r0, [r5] | ldrreq r0, [r5] | ARM (0.50) | N.A. (1.00) | 
0x2dcd2 | 08 00 | bx r0 | bx r0 | ARM (0.67) | ARM (0.97) | 
0x2dcd3 | 46 02 | ldr r6, [r0] | ldr r6, [r0] | N.A. (0.67) | N.A. (1.00) | 
0x2dcd4 | 00 60 | ldrreq r0, [r6] | ldrreq r0, [r6] | ARM (0.73) | ARM (0.90) | 
0x2dcd6 | 96 05 | ldrreq r0, [r5] | ldrreq r0, [r5] | N.A. (0.73) | N.A. (1.00) | 
0x2dcd8 | 08 00 | bx r0 | bx r0 | ARM (0.80) | ARM (0.58) | 
0x2dcd9 | 95 05 | ldr r5, r2, #0x16 | ldr r5, r2, #0x16 | N.A. (0.80) | N.A. (1.00) | 
0x2dcd0 | 10 ff | bx r0 | bx r0 | ARM (0.94) | ARM (0.91) | 
0x2dcd1 | e1 2f | ldrreq fp, r8, r8, lsl #10 | ldr req fp, r8, r8, lsl #10 | Thumb (1.00) | Thumb (1.00) | 
0x2dcd2 | 0b 80 | ldrb.w r6, [r8, #0x58] | ldrb.w r6, [r8, #0x58] | Thumb (0.99) | Thumb (0.99) | 
0x2dcd4 | 06 65 | andh fp, r8, r8, lsl #10 | andh fp, r8, r8, lsl #10 | Thumb (1.00) | Thumb (0.99) | 
0x2dcd6 | 08 20 | push {r3, lr} | push {r3, lr} | Thumb (1.00) | Thumb (0.99) | 
0x2dcd8 | 20 e3 | movs r0, r0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcd9 | 98 f8 | movs r0, r0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcd0 | 2b e1 | movs r0, r0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcd1 | 27 2e | movs r0, r0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcd2 | 0b 80 | movs r0, r0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.99) | 
0x2dcd4 | 06 65 | movs r0, r0 | movs r0, r0 | Thumb (0.50) | ARM (0.99) |

(a) Example Code Snippet

(b) Baseline Tools’ Results

(c) D-ARM

Fig. 1: Motivating example

In the superset instructions, there exist a lot of occluded instructions that overlap with each other. P-Disasm is based on an assumption that occluded instruction sequences tend to quickly converge on true instructions (usually within four instructions). Intuitively, it means that if the tool starts to disassemble at the wrong address, it can quickly correct itself and find a true starting address. This is a unique property of x86 instruction set design. However, this is not true in ARM binaries. As mentioned in Section II, both ARM and Thumb instructions have fixed instruction lengths (2-byte aligned or 4-byte aligned). If initially the mode is wrong, such a mistake can carry on forever, without any self-correction ability. To make the situation worse, the incorrectly disassembled instruction sequences also have substantial control flow and data flow hints that make them look legitimate. For example, in Figure 1(a), although the instructions from 0x2dcbf8 to 0x2dcd1f (20 bytes in total) are in the ARM mode, if one disassembled them in Thumb, the resulting instructions look legitimate. For example, there is a definition-use relation between the instructions at 0x2dc0a and 0x2dc0c, and between 0x2dc0e and 0x2dc10. Since these are hints used by P-Disasm to decide validity, they cause substantial confusion for the tool. We call the situation instruction set occlusion, which exists for the entire code sections.

In Figure 1(b), the left column shows the outcomes of P-Disasm, presented in the form of “type (prob)” where prob is the computed posterior probability for the instruction set type of that address, with N.A. for non-instruction. The false positives are highlighted in red. We can see that, in the Thumb instruction sequence, the general register r0 and r5 happen to be defined and used for many times, which makes many Thumb instructions (0x2dbf8 to 0x2dbfe and 0x2dc08 to 0x2dc0a) achieve high probabilities and causes a lot of false positives. The lengthy occluded sequences also make it more difficult for the probability computation to reach a fixed point. In Section VI, our experiments show that the ARM version of P-Disasm terminates for many binaries due to memory explosion.

Another type of error is caused by inlined data. The false instructions decoded from the inlined data could also have many hints, supporting their legitimacy. This can lead to false positives. In this case, the data section is decoded as two Thumb instructions (0x2dcd20 and 0x2dcd22) by P-Disasm.

XDA. Besides the traditional rule-based algorithms, some machine learning (ML) models have also been explored for disassembly. XDA [13] is a recently proposed disassembly framework based on transfer learning. It takes the raw bytes as input and uses masked language modeling to learn machine code dependencies. Then the pretrained model is further finetuned for different downstream tasks, such as disassembly and function boundaries recovery.

However, as a common issue of ML-based methods, it is hard to interpret the models, which more often use syntactic patterns instead of semantics when making predictions. For example, the right column of Figure 1(b) shows the results of XDA. Although the first two ARM instructions (0x2dbf8 and 0x2dbfc) are correctly identified, the Thumb instructions at the following addresses (0x2dbfe to 0x2dc04) are falsely given higher probabilities. This is possibly because the str and ldr Thumb instructions are very common and learned by the model. However, these errors could be avoided if semantics were considered, as the ARM instruction add r5, r7, r8, lsl #1 at 0x2dbfc does not change the mode and the following instructions should stay in ARM. Even if XDA learned some semantics, such information would be very local. This is because XDA splits all bytes into fixed
length sequences (e.g., 512 bytes) as input and decodes these sequences separately, which means the instructions along some non-trivial control flow path may be cut into sequences and the cross-sequence semantics are lost. Similar to P-Disasm, XDA also decodes the 4 data bytes at 0x2dc20 as Thumb instructions. When inlined data happens to share syntactic forms with common instructions, e.g., the ldr instruction at 0x2dc20, they are likely classified as instructions by XDA.

C. Our Technique

Insights. Our tool is inspired by two important insights. The first insight is that rich semantic constraints can be leveraged. Specifically, the true instructions should satisfy certain constraints, e.g., two true instructions should not overlap with each other, and instructions should or should not be decoded at the same time. For example in Figure I(a), if the ARM instruction cmp r6, #0 at 0x2dbf8 is true, the two Thumb instructions movs r0, r0 and b #0x6b2 at the same addresses must be false as they overlap with the ARM instruction. Also, at the address 0x2dbfc, the ARM add instruction should be decoded and the two Thumb str instructions should not, because the prior cmp instruction does not change the mode and it should hence still be in the ARM mode. Similarly, all the following ARM instructions will be decoded until it reaches the branch instruction bx r0 at 0x2dc1c. If we know the value stored in r0 is 0x2dc25 (as explained in Section III-A), the Thumb instruction push r3, lr at 0x2dc24 should be decoded as the mode changes. There are also constraints between instructions and inlined data. For example, if the ARM instruction ldr r6, [r6] at 0x2dc14 is true, the bytes at 0x2dc20 must be data when the memory address denoted by r6 can be determined as 0x2dc20 (explained in Section III-A), and the Thumb instruction at this address hence false.

The second insight is that interpreting complex program behaviors can help find true instructions. As a RISC architecture, ARM tends to use memory to store temporary variables. Such memory behaviors usually occur within a local context (i.e., a consecutive instruction sequence without loop or recursion) and can provide a wealth of information regarding indirect branching, instruction mode switching, and data regions. For example, if we can correctly interpret the ARM instructions as the way we discuss in Section III-A, the memory address for the ldr instruction at 0x2dc14 and the bx instruction at 0x2dc1c can be determined, and also the corresponding constraints mentioned above. In addition, lengthy occluded sequences imply a large number of bogus hints, such as the register definition and use hints used by P-Disasm. In contrast, interpreting memory behaviors allows finding false instruction sequences. For example, in the false Thumb instruction sequences in Figure I(a), the str instruction at 0x2dc10 overrides the same memory region after the str at 0x2dc0c (highlighted in blue) without any reading operation. This meaningless behavior degrades the probability of the two Thumb instructions and even other instructions in the sequence being true.

Our Idea. Inspired by the above insights, we devise a two-staged disassembly technique for ARM binaries. The architecture of D-ARM is shown in Figure 2. In the first stage, a lightweight static analysis is used to interpret all superset instructions and collect rich semantic information such as memory accesses, indirect control flow, and dependencies. In the second stage, we model the binary as a graph. For each address, we define three nodes to denote that it could be an ARM instruction, a Thumb instruction, or data. For our example, as shown in Figure I(c), each address (e.g., 0x2dbf8) has three nodes, namely, A denoting the address being an ARM instruction, D data bytes, and T a Thumb instruction. A weight value is derived for each node by counting the number of semantic relations in which the node is involved. Edges are further introduced to denote the semantic correlations across nodes derived by the instruction interpretation. For example the edge between the A nodes at addresses 0x2dbf8 and 0x2dbfc denotes the control flow dictated by the instruction order. The edge between A@0x2dc00 and D@0x2dc20/0x2dc22 denotes a memory access and that between A@0x2dc1c and T@0x2dc24 denotes an indirect control transfer. Here, only a subset of the edges are shown for simplicity. Details of graph construction and examples can be found in Section V. The disassembly problem is then reduced to the problem of finding a maximum weight independent set (MWIS) in the graph. The MWIS contains the richest semantic information and respects all constraints denoted by the graph edges. It hence represents the disassembly results. The graph problem can be solved by a greedy algorithm. In our example, D-ARM successfully identifies the two code regions and the inlined data.

IV. Superset Instruction Interpretation

The goal of the static analysis is to have a low-cost method to model the behaviors of the target binary, especially its memory behaviors. That is, a load from an address should return the value defined by the closest store. As such, the values at each instruction can be derived accurately, which is critical for extracting higher-order semantic properties, such as implicit instruction mode switches, memory dependencies, and indirect control transfer targets. However, since addresses are statically unknown, memory behavior modeling is very difficult by conventional static analysis, e.g., a sound abstract interpretation would produce over-approximation that leads to a lot of bogus information, degrading our analysis. Our overarching idea is to have lightweight modeling that facilitates derivation of program properties important for correct disassembly over all superset instructions. Our analysis results are neither over-approximation nor under-approximation. In
particular, it disregards if an instruction is true, which is unknown. Instead, it pretends it is true and interprets it anyway. We hence call it superset interpretation. It captures part of memory behaviors at a low cost. We then rely on the graph analysis stage to aggregate such partial information across the whole program. The aggregation substantially suppresses errors in the analysis stage and allows the true disassembly results to stand out. Intuitively, one can think of the second stage as a massive voting step driven by the graph structure inherent in the program, each superset instruction having its own vote and all votes being aggregated following the graph structure. Note that since the analysis is on all superset instructions, including the false instructions, it produces a certain amount of bogus information, i.e., infeasible program behaviors.

The static analysis is driven by a lightweight instruction interpretation technique on an abstract domain. We use an affine expression over a set of symbolic values to denote the abstract values produced by the interpretation of a superset instruction. When D-ARM cannot decide the abstract value at an instruction, e.g., when the instruction loads an external value or loads from an address whose affine expression does not match the expression of any preceding store (for example, because it is not a true instruction), a symbolic value is introduced to denote the value at that instruction. Any following computation using this value leads to an affine expression with the symbolic value. Two values are considered identical only when their affine expressions are the same. This is somehow incomplete, that is, equivalent values may have different affine expressions. However, as discussed earlier, this is reasonable in our context as errors can be tolerated in the graph analysis stage.

We derive rich semantics from the affine expressions. For an indirect control transfer, we reduce/concretize an expression of the target register to a set of constant values denoting the possible targets. By identifying loads and stores that have the same address value (and no intermediate stores to the same address), we extract memory dependencies. However, in most cases, the affine expressions do not directly provide instruction mode information because the least significant bit can hardly be statically determined if any symbolic value is involved (except in some special cases, e.g., when it can be determined that the values denoted by the symbolic expression are divisible by 2). We hence leverage the control flow and memory dependencies information in the later graph analysis phase to infer instruction mode.

A. Language and Abstract Domain

Abstract Language. To facilitate discussion, we introduce a low-level but abstract language to model ARM binaries. The language is designed to illustrate our key ideas and, hence, omits many irrelevant features of ARM. The implementation of D-ARM, on the other hand, fully supports disassembling real-world ARM binaries. The syntax of the language is presented in Figure 3. A binary is denoted by a mapping from \langle Address, InstrSet \rangle to an instruction where D-ARM uses a non-negative integer Address to denote the virtual address and a Boolean variable InstrSet to distinguish the different instruction modes of ARM. R(ra) and W(ra, rb) model the memory read and write operations, respectively, where register ra holds the memory address and rb holds the value to write. A direct control transfer is modeled by goto(a, i). The transfer target address is denoted by a and the instruction mode after transfer is explicitly denoted by i. The guarded goto, represented as if rb goto(a, i), models a conditional statement in which the predicate outcome in register rb dictates the transfer. Handling indirect control flow is particularly challenging for disassembly (e.g., bx r0 in Figure 1(a)). D-ARM uses i-goto(ra) and if rb, i-goto(ra) to model indirect jumps and conditional indirect jumps, respectively. Register ra holds the target address of i-goto and the CPU determines the new instruction mode by examining the last bit of ra.

Abstract Domain. We describe D-ARM’s abstract domain in the following. We introduce a symbolic value type called address descriptor (AD).

Definition IV.1 (AD). An address descriptor AD(a, i), where a ∈ Address is a valid address in the virtual space of the given binary B, and i ∈ InstrSet is a constant instruction mode, denotes the value computed by the instruction I ≡ B[a, i].

Intuitively, AD(a, i) is introduced when the abstract value of instruction B[a, i] cannot be determined statically. Such symbolic value can be used in the interpretation of following instructions that rely on the result of this instruction.

Example. Table IV presents a crafted example for the illustration purpose. Above the table is a source code snippet taking an integer array p and an index i as parameters and returning the element p[i]. The three columns present the assembly code decoded as A32 instructions, D-ARM’s low-level language representation, and the evaluation results during the interpretation, respectively. Each A32 instruction is preceded by its address. Specifically, the address of p and the value of i are held by r0 and r1, respectively. The first instruction loads the value of p into r2 while the second one loads i into r3. The third and fourth instructions compute the offset between p[i] and p and store it into r4. In particular, r4 is first set as 4, the size of an integer, and then multiplied by r3 (i.e., i). By adding r2 to the computed offset at address 10, r4 is set to the memory address of p[i], namely & (p[i]). The last instruction performs a pointer dereference of r4 to get the value of p[i].

Observe that the value held by register r0 at address 00 cannot be determined statically because it is from the external
**TABLE I: Example of abstract values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source code:</th>
<th>int f(int p[], int i){ return p[i]; }</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assembly Code (ARM)</td>
<td>Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00. mov r2, r0</td>
<td>r2:=r0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04. mov r3, r1</td>
<td>r3:=r1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08. mov r4, #4</td>
<td>r4:=#4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0c. mul r4, r3, r4</td>
<td>r4:=r3*r4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. add r4, r4, r2</td>
<td>r4:=r4+r2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. ldz r0, [r4]</td>
<td>r0:=R[r4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pc ∈ ProgramCounter := Address × InstrSet
EI ∈ ExploredInstr := {Address × InstrSet}
RS ∈ RegisterStore := Register → AbstractValue
MS ∈ MemoryStore := AbstractValue → AbstractValue
PS ∈ ProgramState := (Address × InstrSet) → (RegisterState × MemoryState)

Fig. 4: Definitions for semantic rules

parameter p. D-ARM uses $AD(0,0)$ to represent the evaluation outcome, where the first 0 denotes the address and the second 0 determines the instruction set is ARM. $AD(4,0)$ at address 04 represents i in a similar strain of denotation. □

Linear operations are faithfully interpreted such that the abstract value for each (superset) instruction must be an affine expression over a set of symbolic values. For operations that we do not model, such as multiplications of operands with non-constant affine expressions, new symbolic values are introduced. Note that this is sufficient to model memory behaviors as address computations are linear. For instance, offsets can be represented as affine expressions of index variables.

**Definition IV.2 (V).** An abstract value $V$ is an affine expression over address descriptors, denoted by $V \equiv c_0 + \sum_k c_k \times AD(a_k, i_k)$.

Example Continued. In Table I, “08. mov r4, #4” assigns a constant value to r4. Hence its abstract value is 4. At address 0c, r3 is multiplied by r4, where r3 holds an unknown external input i with an abstract value $AD(4,0)$. The evaluation result is hence $4 \times AD(4,0)$. Another unknown input p is added to r4 at address 10. Hence the abstract value is $AD(0,0)+4\times AD(4,0)$. The last pointer dereference at address 14 yields a new address descriptor $AD(14,0)$ as there is no preceding store to the address $AD(0,0)+4\times AD(4,0)$. □

**B. Overall Procedure**

Given a binary, the analysis selects a (superset) instruction with the lowest address value that has not been interpreted and performs interpretation. It then follows the control flow behavior of the instruction to interpret the next until it reaches an instruction that has been interpreted before. It then repeats the process until all superset instructions have been interpreted. This implies D-ARM interprets each loop body only once. If the branch outcome of a conditional instruction cannot be determined, D-ARM randomly chooses one, otherwise it follows the program semantics. The interpretation process models both register and memory reads and writes, e.g., supporting writing an abstract value to an abstract address. Recall that ARM, as $V_x + V_y = (c_0^x + c_0^y) + \left( \sum_j c_j^x \times AD(a_j^x, i_j^x) + \sum_k c_k^x \times AD(a_k^x, i_k^x) \right)$

$V_x - V_y = (c_0^x - c_0^y) + \left( \sum_j c_j^x \times AD(a_j^x, i_j^x) - \sum_k c_k^x \times AD(a_k^x, i_k^x) \right)$

$V_x \times V_y = \begin{cases} c_0^x \times c_0^y + \sum_j c_j^x \times c_0^y \times AD(a_j^x, i_j^x) & \text{if } V_y = c_0^y \\ c_0^x \times c_0^y + \sum_k c_k^x \times c_0^y \times AD(a_k^x, i_k^x) & \text{if } V_y = c_0^x \\ \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

$V_x \div V_y = \begin{cases} c_0^x \div c_0^y + \sum_j c_j^x \div c_0^y \times AD(a_j^x, i_j^x) & \text{if } V_y = c_0^y \land c_0^y \mid \text{gcd}(c_0^x, c_0^x, \ldots) \\ \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

BitOp($V_x, V_y$) = $\top$

Fig. 5: Arithmetic operations over affine expressions. Without loss of generality, we have $V_x = c_0^x + \sum_j c_j^x \times AD(a_j^x, i_j^x)$ and $V_y = c_0^y + \sum_k c_k^y \times AD(a_k^y, i_k^y)$.

A RISC architecture, tends to use memory to store temporary variables, which often takes place within a local context (e.g., within a basic block or nearby basic blocks). The loop- and recursion-free strategy allows the process to be lightweight. The overall algorithm is elided due to its simplicity. Note that our technique does not require a perfect control flow graph. Instead, it just aims to interpret all instructions, including those incorrectly disassembled, such that semantic information can be collected for the later graph analysis. In particular, the static analysis tries to traverse along a control flow path as far as possible and concretizing indirect jump targets is just one of such efforts. It does not hurt if jump targets are missing as the analysis will select an uncovered address for the next round of interpretation.

**C. Abstract Semantics**

In this section, we discuss the semantics of instruction interpretation, that is, how individual instructions are interpreted.

Figure 1 introduces a number of definitions that are used in the semantic rules. We use pc, namely program counter, to denote the location of a superset instruction. In our context, pc contains an additional constant instruction mode InstrSet, to distinguish the different instructions (in different modes) at the same address. EI denotes the set of interpreted superset instructions. RS denotes the register store that maps a register to its abstract value, and MS denotes the abstract memory store that maps an abstract memory address value to an abstract value (stored at that address). Program state, denoted by PS, includes both the register and memory stores.

Figure 3 presents the rules for arithmetic operations over abstract values (i.e., affine expressions), where we assume two operands $V_x$ and $V_y$. Addition and subtraction operations are interpreted as the addition and subtraction of the affine expressions of the operands. It is easy to infer that the resulting abstract value is still affine. Multiplication can only be interpreted if one of the operands is a constant $c_0$. The result is the abstract value of the other operand multiplied by $c_0$. Otherwise, the multiplication yields an unknown value $\top$.
TABLE II: Interpretation rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>READ</td>
<td>$r := R(r_a)$. $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $E := PS[pc]; \psi := RS[r_a]; RS[r] := (\psi \oplus \bigvee MS[v] \equiv \bigvee AD^pc : MS[v]); pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$.</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE</td>
<td>$W(r_a, r_v)$. $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $RS[r] := \psi \oplus RS[r]; pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$.</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPR</td>
<td>$r := r_1 \text{ op } r_2$. $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $E := PS[pc]; \psi := RS[r_1]; RS[r] := \bigvee RS[r_2]$ if $(RS[r_1] \equiv \bigvee RS[r_2] \equiv RS[r_2] \equiv RS[r_2]; pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOTO</td>
<td>goto(a, i). $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $E := PS[pc]; \psi := RS[a, i]; pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-GOTO</td>
<td>i-goto(r_1). $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $E := PS[pc]; \psi := RS[a, i]; pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If-GOTO</td>
<td>if r goto(a, i). $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $E := PS[pc]; \psi := RS[a, i]; pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If-1-GOTO</td>
<td>if r_i goto(r_1). $E_1 := {pc} \cup E_1$; $E := PS[pc]; \psi := RS[a, i]; pc := pc.next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
<td>$pc = next(); PS[pc] := (RS, MS);$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. GRAPH ANALYSIS

The semantic information derived from the previous stage is denoted as edges and node weights. The disassembly problem is hence reduced to a maximum weight independent set problem in graph theory, aiming at finding an optimal sub-graph that can satisfy a set of given constraints and have the largest aggregated weight, i.e., expressing maximum semantic information. The sub-graph denotes the disassembly results. In the following, we first define the graph and then explain how we solve it.

A. Nodes

For each address a, we introduce a node $\langle a, 0 \rangle$ to denote that it is an ARM instruction, and a node $\langle a, 1 \rangle$ to denote that it is a Thumb instruction, and a node $\langle a, -1 \rangle$ to denote a is not an instruction, but rather an extended data. We denote all the ARM (superset) instructions as $N_A$, all the Thumb (superset) instructions as $N_T$, and all the data nodes as $N_D$.

The node set $N$ of the graph is hence the following.

Definition V1 (N). $N = N_A \cup N_T \cup N_D$. 

The current $MS$ and $RS$ are propagated to the target location instead of $pc.next()$. Rule 1-GOTO describes the semantics of indirect jumps. If the abstract value of register $r_i$ does not contain any symbolic value, i.e., it is a constant $c_0$, D-ARM derives a $goto(c_0 - c_0 mod 2, c_0 mod 2)$ statement (i.e., by simulating the behaviors of ARM CPU) and then interprets it. Otherwise, D-ARM sets $pc$ as nil and terminates this round of interpretation. Note that even though D-ARM terminates interpretation when the control transfer target is not constant, the instructions at the target address will nonetheless be interpreted, driven by the overall algorithm, which interprets all superset instructions. In Rule If-GOTO, D-ARM validates the two outgoing branches and propagates the current $RS$ and $MS$ to the valid one. If $RS[r_i]$ is not a constant, indicating that D-ARM cannot determine the branch outcome statically, a random branch is chosen. D-ARM resorts to the program semantics otherwise. Similar to Rule If-GOTO, Rule If-1-GOTO first examines the predicate $RS[r_i]$ and derives an i-goto($r_i$) for further interpretation. A running example of the analysis is presented in Appendix A.
Fig. 6: Graph for the example in Figure 1(a)

The generated graph model for the bytes from address 0x2dbfc to 0x2dc26 in the motivation example in Figure 1(a). Only part of the edges are displayed in Figure 6 for explanation simplicity. The ARM node (0x2dbfc, 0), i.e., the node at the 0x2dbfc row and N_A column, represents the ARM add instruction at 0x2dbfc in Figure 1(a). The Thumb node (0x2dbfc, 1), i.e., the node at the 0x2dbfc row and N_T column, represents the Thumb str instruction at the same address. The inlined data starting at address 0x2dc20 are represented as two data nodes (0x2dc20, −1) and (0x2dc22, −1).

B. Edges

We introduce two kinds of edges: implication edges $E_I$ and conflict edges $E_C$. The former is directed and the latter undirected. An implication edge is from a node to another if the former implies the latter. For example, the ARM node (0x2dbfc, 0) in Figure 6 implies the ARM node (0x2dc00, 0), denoted by the solid directed edge between the two, because if address 0x2dbfc is decoded to an ARM instruction, the next address 0x2dc00 must be an ARM instruction too as the former does not change the mode.

A conflict edge is introduced from a node to another node if both cannot be true at the same time. For example, the ARM node (0x2dbfc, 0) in Figure 6 conflicts with the Thumb node (0x2dbfc, 1) and with the data node (0x2dbfc, −1), denoted by the dashed undirected edges among them. Implication edges are derived from the following three kinds of semantic information acquired from the previous stage.

1. Explicit Control Flow Transfer. For most non-branching and direct branching instructions, the next instruction and its mode are explicit. As such, implication edges are introduced from an instruction to its explicit control flow successor.

2. Implicit Control Flow Transfer. The static analysis may disclose indirect control transfer targets. For example, the target of bx r0 at 0x2dc1c in Figure 1(a) is known to be 0x2dc25 as discussed in Section IV. Thus an implication edge is introduced in Figure 6 from node (0x2dc1c, 0) to (0x2dc24, 1).

3. Memory Access. An implication edge is added from an instruction node to a data node if the former accesses the latter.

\[
E = E_I \cup E_C
\]

C. Node Weights

We discuss how the weight of each node is computed in the following. Observe that the more semantic behaviors an instruction exhibits, the more likely it is a true instruction. Ideally, the weight value of a node should reflect the number of semantic behaviors that it is involved in. To achieve this, we count the number of semantic relations derived by the static analysis in which the node is involved. Table III presents the semantic relations that we consider. The three columns present the type, either syntactic or semantic, the relation, and the explanation, respectively. In particular, we consider six semantic relations as follows. Memory dependency is a basic relation indicating a pair of load and store instructions accessing the same memory location. Note that such relations can be derived by comparing abstract values in address operands. Array-like access models the behavior of accessing an array element by a specific addressing expression (e.g., p[i] in Table I). The intuition is that false instructions are unlikely to have such expressions. Note that this relation can be easily determined by checking if an address operand has an affine abstract value. Consecutive accesses are a relation across instructions if they access consecutive addresses. This is reflected by frequent loads from the same memory location. We hence consider the temporary variable loads relation denoting such accesses. Finally, the indirect jump target relation describes instructions whose addresses are indirect jump targets, as disclosed by the static analysis. Note that different from P-Disasm, D-ARM’s static analysis provides rich semantic constraints.

We also consider a few syntactic relations that can be derived without interpretation. The register define-use relation describes that an instruction defines a register and another

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory dependency</td>
<td>A load instruction accesses</td>
<td>The edge set $E$ of the graph is hence the following.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the memory stored by a</td>
<td><strong>Definition V.2</strong> ($E = E_I \cup E_C$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array-like access</td>
<td>An instruction accesses memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in the form of “base + index \times scale”.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive accesses</td>
<td>A set of instructions access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consecutive addresses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level pointer</td>
<td>A multi-level pointer dereference.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dereference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary variable</td>
<td>An instruction accesses a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loads</td>
<td>memory that is frequently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accessed by others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect jump target</td>
<td>An instruction is the target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of some indirect jump.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register define-use</td>
<td>An instruction defines the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>value of a register and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>another instruction uses the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>register.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String-like data</td>
<td>Consecutive data bytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>constitute a null-terminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and human-readable string.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common jump target</td>
<td>Multiple direct jump</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>instructions share the same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>target.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III: Ten representative program properties used for counting the vertex weight**
instruction uses the register. The \textit{string-like data} relation denotes a sequence of consecutive null-terminated and human-readable date bytes, a common machine-level representation of constant strings. \textit{Common jump target} models an instruction being the target of multiple direct control transfers.

Example. In Figure 7(a) the true ARM instruction at address \texttt{0x2dc18} is in a semantic memory dependency relation with the instruction at \texttt{0x2dc0c} (the green shadowed ones), and in two syntactic relations, i.e., the register define-use relation with the instructions at addresses \texttt{0x2dbfc} and \texttt{0x2dc1c}. Hence, its weight is 3. \hfill \Box

\textbf{D. Graph Problem and Solution}

With the definitions, we reduce ARM disassembly to a constrained node selection problem in graph theory. Specifically, each time a node is selected, two requirements should be satisfied. First, all the reachable nodes by implication edges should also be selected. Second, all the adjacent nodes by conflict edges must not be selected together. There may be more than one satisfying solution. In this case, the selected nodes with the maximum total weight denote a solution with the richest semantics. We hence use that as the disassembly results. The formal definition of the problem is given as follows.

\textbf{Definition V.3 (AD).} The ARM Disassembly task (AD) is to find a subset $N' \subseteq N$ with the maximum total weight $p = \sum_{n_i \in N'} w(n_i)$ such that:

- For each node $n_i \in N'$, all its reachable nodes by $E_I$ are also in $N'$. That is, $\forall n_i \rightarrow n_j \in E_I, n_j \in N'$ if $n_i \in N'$
- For each node $n_i \in N'$, all its adjacent nodes by $E_C$ are not in $N'$. That is, $\forall n_i, n_j \in N', (n_i, n_j) \notin E_C$

We reduce $\text{AD}$ to a well-studied graph problem, \textit{maximum weight independent set} (\textit{MWIS}) \cite{17}, and then leverage an existing algorithm to find the (approximately) optimal solution. \textit{MWIS} tries to find a maximum-weighted subgraph $G'$ whose nodes are not adjacent to each other in the original graph $G$.

\textbf{Definition V.4 (MWIS).} Given an undirected graph $G = (N, E)$, an independent set of the graph is a set of nodes such that any pair of these nodes are not adjacent. That is, a subset $N' \subseteq N$ is an independent set if $\forall n_i, n_j \in N', (n_i, n_j) \notin E$. The Maximum Weight Independent Set problem (\textit{MWIS}) is to find the independent set with the maximum total weight in a node-weighted undirected graph.

To reduce $\text{AD}$ to $\text{MWIS}$, we replace directed implication edges with undirected conflict edges. Intuitively, given an implication edge that node $n_i$ implies node $n_j$, node $n_i$ inherits all the conflicts of node $n_j$. Therefore, we replace the edge $n_i \rightarrow n_j$ with edges from $n_i$ to all the conflicts of $n_j$ (and of the other reachable nodes from $n_i$). This is illustrated by an example in Figure 7 The implication edge $a_0 \rightarrow a_4$ in red on the left is replaced with the two red dashed edges on the right.

\textbf{Theorem V.1.} The optimal solution of $\text{MWIS}$ is equivalent to the optimal solution of $\text{AD}$.

The proof of Theorem V.1 is given in Appendix B.
the limitation of small binary size, the binaries in SPEC-Basic may not contain substantial inlined data. Thus, we build SPEC-Data with some special processing. That is, after compiling every single source code file to an object file, we revise the object file by renaming the data section (i.e., the .rodata section) to .text.xxx, where xxx denotes a random character string. At link time, all data in the .text.xxx sections will be merged into the code section. Thus, the produced binaries contain substantial code and data interleavings. The last column of Table IV shows that the binaries in SPEC-Data contain 3.5×–6.6× inlined data compared to SPEC-Basic.

Second, when building a program, SPEC compiles all files with the same compilation options specified in its config file, which makes each binary in SPEC-Basic and SPEC-Data composed of instructions from a single instruction set, i.e., ARM by -marm or Thumb by -mthumb. However, a real application may compile different parts separately with different instruction sets, considering the demand for either high performance or better code density. Figure 13 (in Appendix) depicts the ARM and Thumb breakdown for binaries from real-world Android libraries, delineating the shear quantity of instruction mode interleavings in real-world applications. For example, libneuralnetworks.so in AOSP is composed of instructions from a single instruction set, i.e., ARM by -marm and 46% Thumb. There are 6250 bx/blx instructions that could cause interleaving (3%). Thus, we also do some special processing to build SPEC-Inter. Specifically, given a set of source files, we compile them alternately using the options -marm and -mthumb. The object files with ARM and Thumb instructions are then linked together, producing binaries with more ARM/Thumb interlavings. Note that we will follow the normal compilation process without introducing additional data or code. Compared to SPEC-Basic and SPEC-Data, the binaries in SPEC-Inter have a better balance between ARM and Thumb instructions. Both SPEC-Data and SPEC-Inter use the same combination of compiling options as SPEC-Basic and thus the same number of binaries as shown in Table IV. More discussion about SPEC-Data and SPEC-Inter can be found in our supplementary material [19].

In addition to the 32-bit architecture ARMv5t and ARMv7a, we also build another group of binaries compiled for ARMv8a (SPEC-AArch64), which is a 64-bit architecture and uses the A64 instruction set. Except for one program in SPEC CINT2000 that fails to be built for ARMv8a, we have 230 binaries in this dataset. With these binaries, we compare our approach to a recent disassembler, D-Disasm [15], which only supports 64-bit ARM binaries.

For the third research question, we follow a seminal work on obfuscation against disassembly [31] to obfuscate the binaries in SPEC-Basic. The obfuscation works by injecting random junk bytes after each direct branch and after probabilistically selected non-branch instructions. The bytes are injected in a way that they never get executed. We use three obfuscation levels, i.e., r = 0%, 50%, and 100%, denoting the probabilities when selecting non-branch instructions, where the higher level indicates more inserted junk bytes. Note that the obfuscation technique used here is different from typical obfuscators, e.g., O-LLVM [32], which aim to increase the difficulty of decompilation instead of thwarting disassembly. Also, it was shown that O-LLVM does not incur much trouble for disassemblers [13, 31]. We implement the obfuscator on LLVM. Thus, this experiment is only carried out with Clang, not GCC.

Real-world Android Binaries. Besides the SPEC datasets, we also evaluate our tool on a public dataset of real-world ARM binaries [27]. It contains 667 Android libraries built from the Android Open Source Project version 9.0.8 with the default target device option aosp_arm-eng [33].

Ground truth is collected based on mapping symbols [27].

Implementations and Baselines. In D-ARM, we use Capstone [34] to generate the superset instructions. Our superset instruction interpretation is implemented based on radare2 [35]. We select two state-of-the-art disassemblers, P-Disasm and XDA, as the representatives of rule-based methods and ML-based methods, respectively. P-Disasm only supports x86 and cannot be used for ARM directly [30]. We hence implement an ARM version of P-Disasm. As the models provided by XDA are trained on x86/x64 binaries, we strictly follow its settings and train two models, one on SPEC-Basic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>ISA</th>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th># Binaries</th>
<th># Bytes and Percentage of Inline Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>SPEC 2000</td>
<td>ARMv5t, ARMv7a</td>
<td>A32, T32</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>6,179,256 (4.6%) 14,246,186 (4.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPEC 2006</td>
<td>ARMv5t, ARMv7a</td>
<td>A32, T32</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>21,187,922 (14.3%) 94,219,922 (25.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>SPEC 2000</td>
<td>ARMv5t, ARMv7a</td>
<td>A32, T32</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>6,188,036 (4.6%) 14,290,304 (4.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPEC 2006</td>
<td>ARMv8a</td>
<td>A64</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>141,760 (0.5%) 439,920 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter</td>
<td>SPEC 2000</td>
<td>ARMv5t, ARMv7a</td>
<td>A32, T32</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>31,713,528 (31.9%) 327,412,564 (33.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AArch64</td>
<td>SPEC 2000</td>
<td>ARMv8a</td>
<td>A64</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>135,713,528 (31.9%) 327,412,564 (33.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obfuscation</td>
<td>SPEC 2000</td>
<td>ARMv5t, ARMv7a</td>
<td>A32, T32</td>
<td>Clang-11</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>141,760 (0.5%) 439,920 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPEC 2006</td>
<td>ARMv8a</td>
<td>A64</td>
<td>GCC-5.5, Clang-11</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>135,713,528 (31.9%) 327,412,564 (33.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: SPEC dataset information
2000 and the other on SPEC-Basic 2006. We use the former to evaluate the datasets built on SPEC 2006 and the latter for the datasets built on SPEC 2000. We also compare D-ARM with IDA Pro 7.5.2 and Ghidra 10.0.1.

**Evaluation Metrics.** We evaluate the efficacy of different disassemblers using three metrics, i.e., precision, recall, and the F1 score, at two different granularities, i.e., the granularity of instructions and the granularity of reachable blocks. Here, a reachable block means a reachable control flow sub-graph following explicit edges. Note that if a disassembly technique cannot identify the entry point of a sub-graph, it misses the entire reachable sub-graph. This metric hence aims to count the missing sub-graphs. Precision is the ratio of the number of correctly disassembled instructions/blocks to the total number of disassembled instructions/blocks. Recall is the ratio of the number of correctly disassembled instructions/blocks to the total number of true instructions/blocks. F1 is computed from precision and recall.

**Environment.** All the experiments are run on a server equipped with a 48-cores CPU (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4214 CPU @ 2.20GHz) and 188G memory. We set a fixed timeout of 2 hours for the disassembly of each program.

### B. RQ1: Accuracy and Efficiency

1) **Comparing D-ARM with Ghidra, IDA, P-Disasm, and XDA:** Table [V] shows the precision, recall and the F1 scores of the state-of-the-arts as well as our approach on the SPEC datasets and AOSP. The highest F1 scores in each row are highlighted. We can observe that D-ARM outperforms other tools in almost all settings except for XDA on the simplest dataset, SPEC2000-Basic, on which both XDA and D-ARM achieve an F1 score close to 100%. Note that, although XDA achieves high recall on SPEC-Basic and SPEC-Inter at the instruction level, its precision degrades a lot on SPEC-Data, which shows that XDA disassembles data bytes as instructions. Also, its performance on reachable blocks proves that XDA may not be able to consider sufficient semantics when making predictions, as we discussed in Section [III-B].

IDA and Ghidra have higher precision than recall, which implies that they are better because they do not interpret data as instructions. Actually, IDA utilizes a large set of manually crafted rules in disassembly and is closed source. Based on our experience and observations, IDA combines recursive and linear disassembly. It finds function entries and then follows control flow to disassemble, which leads to high precision. However, if a function entry is not successfully identified, e.g., one can only be reached by indirect branches, it will generate false negatives and degrade the recall. The strategy of starting from function entries performs well on SPEC-Data, where the inlined data lie between functions. However, in complex binaries, e.g., the obfuscation discussed in Section [V-D], when there are more inlined data within functions, IDA decodes data as instructions and its precision degrades significantly. D-ARM can deal with these challenging cases by solving the implication constraints and conflict constraints in the graph model. We have similar observations on Ghidra, while its recall and F1 are lower than IDA and our approach.

In addition, we perform a sensitivity study regarding compilation options, architecture versions, and instruction modes, using SPEC-Basic and SPEC-Data. The results are shown in Figure [S] D-ARM is insensitive to these settings and consistently the best performing tool.

2) **Comparing D-ARM with D-Disasm and Spedi:** We also compare D-ARM with two other disassemblers, D-
TABLE VI: F1 scores of recovering instruction boundaries and reachable blocks on obfuscated binaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Obf. Level</th>
<th>Instruction Boundary F1 (%)</th>
<th>Reachable Blocks F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghidra IDA P-Disasm XDA D-ARM</td>
<td>Ghidra IDA P-Disasm XDA D-ARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC 2000</td>
<td>r=0</td>
<td>96.95 90.69 88.37 89.03</td>
<td>99.39 88.94 33.66 51.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r=50</td>
<td>94.80 77.67 82.62 68.71</td>
<td>98.82 57.01 16.02 17.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r=100</td>
<td>94.84 70.64 74.40 56.11</td>
<td>97.74 46.57 11.71 10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC 2006</td>
<td>r=0</td>
<td>93.30 89.75 91.95 86.41</td>
<td>99.22 78.88 32.02 32.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r=50</td>
<td>93.63 76.63 83.66 63.73</td>
<td>98.17 76.88 16.04 11.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r=100</td>
<td>92.73 70.94 77.34 48.65</td>
<td>95.94 56.45 12.75 8.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graphs](image.png)

Fig. 8: The F1 scores (Y-axis) at different optimization levels (X-axis in (a)), for different instruction sets (X-axis in (b)), and under different architectures (X-axis in (c)).

Fig. 9: Time cost taken by different tools. Each value on Y-axis is in log scale ($\log_{10}(t + 1)$, $t$ is time in seconds).

Disasm [15] and Spedi [18], which are only able to disassemble a partial of our datasets. The evaluation results are shown in Appendix C.

3) Efficiency: Figure 9 shows the time cost taken by D-ARM and the baseline approaches on the AOSP dataset, which is composed of real-world binaries. All the binaries (with the largest 8.9MB) take D-ARM less than 650 seconds to disassemble. Note that P-Disasm fails in disassembling more than half of the binaries due to its high memory cost. The failure rates are shown in the supplementary material [19].

C. RQ2: Effectiveness of the Static Analysis

To measure the effectiveness of our static analysis, we conduct an ablation study where we disable the static analysis from D-ARM and replace the instruction weights with those produced by P-Disasm and XDA. We use P-Disasm+Graph and XDA+Graph to denote the approaches where the interpretation is replaced. Figure 10 shows the F1 scores of running P-Disasm+Graph, XDA+Graph, and D-ARM over the three datasets, SPEC-Basic, SPEC-Data, and SPEC-Inter. Observe that D-ARM performs the best — the F1 score is always close to 100%. In contrast, the F1 scores of both P-Disasm+Graph and XDA+Graph degrade to below 90% on SPEC-Data and P-Disasm+Graph degrades to below 90% on SPEC-Inter. This indicates the importance of our static analysis.

D. RQ3: Effectiveness on Obfuscated Code

Obfuscating binary code is one of the main methods to evade disassemblers. In this experiment, we evaluate how well the tools can penetrate obfuscation. Table VII shows the evaluation results (F1 scores) on the obfuscated code. At the instruction level, the F1 score of D-ARM is consistently higher than 95% and up to 99.39%, which is the best among all disassemblers. In contrast, the F1 scores of most other tools drop below 90%, even less than 50%, exhibiting weak resistance to obfuscation. At the block level, the advantage of D-ARM is more apparent as our F1 score is 9% to 2118% higher than other tools. As an example, the F1 score of Ghidra, the best performing tool among recent works, drops below 50% on SPEC 2000 ($r=100$) while our F1 score is 88.72%. This is because D-ARM is semantics oriented, due to its instruction interpretation component.
Fig. 11: Percentages (Y-axis) of execution failure, incorrect feedback, and correct binaries after rewriting with different tools (X-axis).

E. RQ4: A Case Study on Binary Rewriting

We also conducted a case study to demonstrate the potential improvement that our tool can bring to downstream security applications. Specifically, static binary instrumentation plays a crucial role in many security scenarios including binary-only fuzzing [36], dynamic taint analysis [37], and COTS program hardening [38]. Pathcerex [39] is a state-of-the-art ARM-compatible instrumentation tool, originally developed for DARPA’s Cyber Grand Challenge [10]. In the study, we replace the underpinning disassembler in Pathcerex with D-ARM to perform static binary instrumentation. We evaluate the new Pathcerex on the SPEC2000 binaries and the real-world Android daemons. The results show that the D-ARM-based Pathcerex has greater potential to safely rewrite binaries and collect precise runtime information for fuzzing, compared with the counterparts driven by other disassembler tools.

Pathcerex adapts a trampoline-based instrumentation method. That is, at each patch point, Pathcerex patches a set of instructions to detour the control flow to another code region. The code region can be arbitrarily manipulated, and hence the instrumentation code is executed there. The control flow is detoured back after that. In this study, we leverage Pathcerex to realize the instrumentation of AFI. AFL instruments a piece of code before every basic block to monitor the path coverage, which further guides seed mutation and, hence, is essential to gray-box fuzzing. The instrumentation is built upon the assumption that the upstream disassembler can correctly identify all the instructions. However, such an assumption may not hold in practice due to the limitation of existing disassemblers described in Section III-B. Intuitively, incorrect disassembly results can lead to both incorrect path coverage (e.g., some basic blocks are not monitored due to false negatives of disassembly) and execution failures (e.g., trampoline code in ARM is patched inside Thumb or data regions).

We conduct experiments on two datasets, the SPEC2000 programs and the Android daemons. Note that all binaries in the two datasets are produced with their default build system without any change of the compilation tool-chains.

**SPEC.** First, we instrument the SPEC2000 programs, i.e., the SPEC-Basic dataset used in Section VI-A with the disassembly results provided by different disassemblers. Then, we test the rewritten binaries with all the test cases provided by SPEC. According to the execution status and outputs, each binary is labeled as one of the following.

1. **Execution Failure.** The binary is considered to fail in execution if it crashes or generates inconsistent outputs with the standard outputs provided by SPEC.

2. **Incorrect Feedback.** If the binary executes correctly, we then compare the collected path coverage with the coverage by instrumenting the ground-truth binaries (i.e., those correctly disassembled). If they are different, the instrumented binary is considered to provide incorrect feedback.

3. **Correct.** Otherwise, the binary is considered correct.

In Figure 11, we show the percentages of the three types of instrumented binaries when using the disassembly results provided by different tools. We can see that rewriting with D-ARM can generate the most correct binaries (the dark green bar) and also the fewest execution failures (the light green bar). Note that IDA and XDA have fewer binaries of incorrect feedback (the pink bar) because many binaries have already failed in execution and will not be tested/counted for incorrect feedback (no feedback at all). In an extreme case, the superset disassembly will have a 100% false execution and zero incorrect feedback.

In Table VII, we show the detailed results of a group of binaries with the compiling options of O3 and mthumb, which are usually more challenging than other options. We can see that D-ARM has the highest success rate (i.e., passing both checks). D-ARM fails in the executions of gcc and eon. Ghidra and P-Disasm pass the execution checking for the two binaries as they miss a lot of instructions and only provide a few block entries for rewriting. With less rewriting, the binary is highly likely to execute normally, while incorrect path coverage will be collected. Also, unlike the (good) overall success rate shown in Fig 11, IDA has a low success rate in this group of binaries. This is because rewriting is very sensitive to disassembly errors, and a small number of errors may cause failures. IDA has good results on ARM instructions but generates more errors on Thumb, as shown in Fig 8(b).

To better understand the influences of disassembly on
rewriting, we further investigate and show some failure cases from the binaries in Table VII. Fig 12a shows the start of the main function which should be four Thumb instructions. However, IDA mistakes them as two ARM instructions followed by data. Given the disassembly results, the trampoline code patched at address 0x10c88 contains ARM instructions. Then the binary fails in execution due to the wrong execution mode. In Fig 12b, both IDA and Ghidra miss the function entry at the address 0x16f84, which is only reached by indirect branches. Then during rewriting, 0x16f84 is not considered as the block entry and no instrumentation is conducted. Although the execution is successful, the path coverage is incorrect. Note that for both examples, crafty and bzip2, the instrumented binaries based on D-ARM are correct.

### Android Daemons

Besides SPEC, we also study a set of Android daemons, as these real-world ARM binaries may contain more instruction set interlavings and inlined data.

Unlike SPEC programs, Android daemons usually do not have standard input or output, and many of them usually work as background processes, which makes it hard to automatically test them. Thus, we randomly select 10 well-known daemons whose execution status could be observed directly or probed by executing some applications, which require the service provided by the daemons. The daemons we test are listed in the first column in Table VIII.

In this evaluation, we use a rooted Nexus-6p with Android 9. After rewriting a daemon, we replace the original one in the phone with the generated binary, reboot, and then run the daemon or its corresponding applications. Specifically, au dio server, camer aserver, and media server are started automatically during the boot process. As such, an invalid audio server makes the boot process failed. Systems can boot correctly with an invalid camer aserver or media server, while opening the corresponding applications, e.g., the camera app, can trigger a crash. Other daemons could be executed directly and their execution status can be observed.

As shown in Table VIII, except screenrecord and sqlite3, which are challenging for all disassemblers, the instrumented daemons based on D-ARM do not report any error, while Ghidra, P-Disasm, and XDA fail for all daemons. This proves that, compared with other disassemblers, D-ARM provides much more accurate disassembly results for downstream applications such as rewriting even on real-world binaries.

### VII. Related Work

Disassembly is a critical step for understanding closed-source code and can be done via static [15], [13], [14] and dynamic [41] techniques. Besides the state-of-the-art disassemblers [13], [14], [11], [12], [18], we have extensively discussed in Section III-B there are also some other tools studied in previous works. Objdump [16], PSI [42], and Uroboros [43] use linear sweep for disassembly, while Dyninst [44], Angr [45], BAP [46], and Radare2 [45] are based on recursive traversal disassembly. Besides the two basic disassembly strategies, different tools usually adopt different sets of algorithms or heuristics to improve the results. There have been a lot of systematization studies qualitatively or/and quantitatively evaluating these tools [21], [47], [48], [49], [50]. However, most previous works on disassembly focus on x86 binaries [15], [13], [14]. M. Jiang et al. [27] empirically investigated existing disassemblers for ARM binaries. The study demonstrates that recent works often cannot address ARM-specific challenges induced by substantial inlined data and ARM/Thumb interlavings. Our work takes the first step to address both challenges and the evaluation results are promising.

### VIII. Conclusion

We propose a novel method for ARM disassembly. It leverages a lightweight static analysis that interprets all the superset instructions, i.e., all the possible instructions (in different modes) for each address and generates initial information for instruction modes. It then models the program with a graph and reduces the disassembly problem to a maximum weight independent set problem, which can be solved using an existing approximate algorithm. Our system D-ARM substantially outperforms six state-of-the-art disassemblers.
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TABLE IX: Instruction interpretation example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>pc</th>
<th>Assembly Code</th>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>RS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Jump Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0x2dbfc,0</td>
<td>add r5, r7, r8</td>
<td>r5 := r7 + r8 [r5] = AD(^{(0x2dbfc,0)})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0x2db50,0</td>
<td>movw r6, #0x0c25</td>
<td>r6 := 0x0c2d25 [r6] = 0x2db2c5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0x2db08,0</td>
<td>mov r1, r5</td>
<td>r1 := r5 [r1] = AD(^{(0x2db08,0)})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0x2db0c,0</td>
<td>str r6, [r1]</td>
<td>W[r1,r6]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0x2db10,0</td>
<td>sub r6, #5</td>
<td>r6 := r6 - 5 [r6] = 0x2dc20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0x2db14,0</td>
<td>ldr r6, [r6]</td>
<td>r6 := R[r6] [r6] = 0xf898681b</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0x2db18,0</td>
<td>ldr r0, [r5]</td>
<td>r0 := R[r5] [r0] = 0x2db2c5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0x2db1c,0</td>
<td>bx r0</td>
<td>i-goto[r0]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0x2db24,1</td>
<td>push {r3, lr}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX

A. Running Example of the Superset Instruction Interpretation

Consider the example in Table IX which is derived from the code snippet in Figure 1(a) with all conditional suffixes removed. The interpretation step, pc, assembly code, trace in our language, and the interpretation actions are shown in the columns from left to right, respectively. Since registers r7 and r8 hold an unknown value, a symbolic value AD\(^{(0x2dbfc,0)}\) is assigned to RS[r5]. In the second step, a constant 0x2dc25 is assigned to RS[r6]. Register r1 inherits the abstract value AD\(^{(0x2db08,0)}\) from r5 in the next step. The fourth step stores the value in register r6 into the memory denoted by [r1]. Specifically, 0x2dc25 is written to the memory MS[AD\(^{(0x2dbfc,0)}\)]. At step 5, register r6 is updated to 0x2dc20 and a pointer dereference of it then takes place at step 6. Note that the abstract value of register r6 is a constant so that D-ARM reads the data bytes from the corresponding virtual address. As shown in Figure 1(a), MS[0x2dc20] = 0xf898681b. Step 7 sets the value of r0 to the data in [r5]. Observe that the value of r5 is AD\(^{(0x2dbfc,0)}\) which matches a preceding memory store at step 4, and r0 is hence set accordingly. At step 8, the interpreter determines that the indirect jump target r0 holds a constant 0x2db2c5 with a least significant bit 1, and hence switches the instruction mode to Thumb and jumps to 0x2db24.

B. Proof of Theorem 7

First, we give a detailed definition of the transformation from AD to MWIS by replacing directed edges E\(_I\) with undirected edges E\(_I\rightarrow C\).

**Predicate A.1 (R).** R(n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) denotes if n\(_j\) is reachable from n\(_i\) by E\(_I\). An inductive definition of predicate R is as follows, 1) ∀n\(_i\) ∈ N, R(n\(_i\), n\(_i\)). 2) ∀n\(_i\), n\(_j\), n\(_k\) ∈ N, R(n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∧ (n\(_j\), n\(_k\)) ∈ E\(_I\) → R(n\(_i\), n\(_k\))

Predicate R is reflexive and transitive by its definition. That is, ∀n\(_i\), n\(_j\), n\(_k\) ∈ N it must satisfy:  
- Reflexivity: R(n\(_i\), n\(_i\)), i.e., every node is reachable from itself.  
- Transitivity: if R(n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∧ R(n\(_j\), n\(_k\)), then R(n\(_i\), n\(_k\)).

**Definition A.1 (T).** T : G\(_{AD}\) → G\(_{MWIS}\) denoting the transformation from G\(_{AD}\) = (N, E\(_I\), E\(_C\)) to G\(_{MWIS}\) = (N, E\(_C\) ∪ E\(_I\rightarrow C\)) by replacing directed edges E\(_I\) with undirected edges E\(_I\rightarrow C\). Specifically, ∀(n\(_a\), n\(_b\)) ∈ E\(_C\) ∧ R(n\(_a\), n\(_a\)) ∧ R(n\(_b\), n\(_b\)), (n\(_a\), n\(_b\)) ∈ E\(_I\→C\).

Then Theorem 7 can also be defined as follows.

**Theorem A.1.** Assuming the optimal solution of AD in G\(_{AD}\) is N\(_{AD}\) and the one of MWIS in G\(_{MWIS}\) = T(G\(_{AD}\)) is N\(_{MWIS}\) \(N'_{MWIS}\), N\(_{AD}\)

The proof of Theorem A.1 is given as follows.

**Proof.**

1) First, we prove N\(_{MWIS}\) is also an independent set of G\(_{MWIS}\). 

a) According to the definition of AD, as n\(_i\), n\(_j\) ∈ N\(_{AD}\), we have (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∈ E\(_C\).

b) Assume (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∈ E\(_I\→C\). According to the definition of T, ∃n\(_a\), n\(_b\), s.t. (n\(_a\), n\(_b\)) ∈ E\(_C\) ∧ R(n\(_i\), n\(_a\)) ∧ R(n\(_j\), n\(_b\)).

As n\(_i\) ∈ N\(_{AD}\) and R(n\(_i\), n\(_a\)), n\(_a\) must be in N\(_{AD}\). Similarly, n\(_b\) is also in N\(_{AD}\).

Thus, both n\(_a\) and n\(_b\) are in N\(_{AD}\). We can have (n\(_i\), n\(_b\)) ∈ E\(_C\). Contradiction.

Therefore, (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) \∉ E\(_I\→C\).

c) According to a) and b), ∀n\(_i\), n\(_j\) ∈ N\(_{AD}\), (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) \∉ E\(_C\) and (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) \∉ E\(_I\→C\). Thus, N\(_{AD}\) is also an independent set of G\(_{MWIS}\).

2) Second, we prove N\(_{MWIS}\) is also a solution of AD in G\(_{AD}\).

a) ∀n\(_i\), n\(_j\) ∈ N\(_{MWIS}\), according to the definition of MWIS, (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) \∉ E\(_C\).

b) ∀n\(_i\) ∈ N\(_{MWIS}\), we are going to prove that ∀n\(_j\) ∈ N s.t. (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∈ E\(_I\), n\(_j\) ∈ N\(_{MWIS}\) by contradiction. We assume ∃n\(_j\) s.t. (n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∈ E\(_I\) and n\(_j\) \∉ N\(_{MWIS}\).

i) ∀n\(_k\) s.t. (n\(_j\), n\(_k\)) ∈ E\(_C\), as R(n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) and R(n\(_k\), n\(_k\)), according to the definition of T, we can have (n\(_i\), n\(_k\)) ∈ E\(_I\→C\). Thus, n\(_k\) \∉ N\(_{MWIS}\).

ii) ∀n\(_k\) s.t. (n\(_j\), n\(_k\)) ∈ E\(_I\→C\), according to the definition of T, ∃n\(_j\), n\(_k\) ∈ N, s.t. (n\(_j\), n\(_k\)) ∈ E\(_C\) ∧ R(n\(_j\), n\(_j\)) ∧ R(n\(_k\), n\(_k\)). As R(n\(_i\), n\(_j\)) ∧ R(n\(_j\), n\(_j\)), we can also have R(n\(_i\), n\(_j\)), i.e., transitivity of R, which implies ∃n\(_j\), n\(_k\) ∈ N, s.t. (n\(_j\), n\(_k\)) ∈ E\(_C\) ∧
TABLE X: Comparing D-ARM with D-Disasm in Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 scores (%) over the 64-bit binaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>D-Disasm</th>
<th>D-ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AArch64</td>
<td>SPEC2000</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>93.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPEC2006</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reachable Blocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>D-Disasm</th>
<th>D-ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AArch64</td>
<td>SPEC2000</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>88.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPEC2006</td>
<td>99.57</td>
<td>86.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Comparison with D-Disasm and Spedi

D-Disasm [15] is a disassembly framework which implements static analysis and heuristics in Datalog [51]. It features the capability of providing reassembleable assembly. As D-Disasm is originally designed for x86/x64 binaries and only supports 64-bit ARM instructions (A64), we only compare it with D-Disasm on the SPEC-Intel dataset. Table XII shows the results of comparing D-ARM to D-Disasm on disassembling the AArch64 binaries. The results demonstrate that our approach achieves nearly 100% F1 scores at both the instruction and block granularities. As mentioned in Section II, although 64-bit ARM binaries do not use Thumb instructions, they still have many inline data, which are difficult for disassembly. D-Disasm generates a lot of false instructions due to failure in recognizing inline data.

Spedi [18] is a speculative disassembler specifically designed for ARM binaries. It first speculatively recovers all possible basic blocks and then refines them using a conflict analysis. However, Spedi only targets the variable-sized Thumb instructions (16-bit and 32-bit T32, as mentioned in Section II-A). It does not support ARM instructions, let alone the interleaving of mixed instruction sets. For binaries compiled with ARM instructions, Spedi simply decodes the code section as Thumb instructions. Thus, we only evaluate and compare with Spedi on binaries compiled with Thumb instructions, i.e., the half of SPEC-Basic, SPEC-Data, and the binaries built with obfuscation. The results are shown in Table XI. We can observe that, even for the binaries with only Thumb instructions, D-ARM still outperforms Spedi. Although Spedi has good results on SPEC-Basic, its performance degrades a lot on SPEC-Data and the obfuscated binaries. This is because the conflict analysis used by Spedi does not take the inline data into consideration and is less accurate than our method of maximizing the semantic relations. The results of reachable blocks also show that Spedi misses many code blocks. Spedi also has issues with some large binaries and fails to disassemble them. The failure rates are shown in the supplementary material [19].